Meet Green Vienna

MEET GREEN
VIENNA
PROGRAMME

Day 1
WELCOME TO VIENNA!
FOR THOSE ARRIVING BY PLANE:
After your arrival at the Vienna International Airport, take the CAT (City Airport Train) Vienna‘s non-stop 16 minutes green airport train transfer to the city center.
The CAT arrives at its city terminal in the The Mall at the station Wien Mitte which is
directly across your hotel.
www.cat-vienna.at
FOR THOSE ARRIVING BY TRAIN:
After your arrival at Vienna Central Train Station, take the advantages of Vienna‘s
public transport system. The Vienna Central Train Station is easily accessible and is
for example only 3 underground stations away from St. Stephen‘s Cathedral (stop
Stephansplatz), the very heart of Vienna.
Your hotel is 3 local train stations away from the Vienna Central Train Station.

HERBERT LEHMANN©COPYRIGHT

HILTON HOTELS VIENNA ©COPYRIGHT

Please have your digital ticket on your ivie-App ready.

HOTEL ACCOMMODATION
Hilton Vienna Park
Am Stadtpark 1, 1030 Vienna
www.hilton.com
Please check in individually at the hotel and refresh.

WELCOME DINNER AT
RESTAURANT SALONPLAFOND

With a focus on passion, quality, and artisanship, the
artsy restaurant with indoor and outdoor areas offers
the possibility for exclusive use for maximum 160 pax.
The kitchen pays particular attention to showcasing
carefully sourced ingredients with light preparations.
www.salonplafond.wien

Day 2
During your stay at Vienna‘s largest meeting hotel, you will learn about
Sustainable and Green Meetings in Vienna. You will receive an introduction into
Hilton‘s worldwide sustainable goals, including reducing waste across their portfolio,
improving water stewardship, and implementing sustainability initiatives in their
supply chain.
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Further explore how Vienna sets out the local reponse to global challenges.
Innovative solutions for the challenges of the modern world, successful pilot projects
in areas like mobility, environment, and, of course, digitalization clearly show that
progress is at home in Vienna. Learn about Vienna‘s Smart City strategy first hand
during...
SUSTAINABLE VIENNA WALKING TOUR
organized by Austria Guides for Future.
Comfortable walking shoes are recommended.
Learn about Vienna as a city of culture and
climate protection and discover Vienna‘s new
developmental innovative area
„Sonnwendviertel“, located next to the Central
Train Station where climate justice becomes a
reality in all areas of life.

During this exploration walk you will also have the chance to visit some of the numerous hotel projects around the area including:
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SCHANI HOTEL WIEN

A smart and sustainable meeting hotel awarded
with the „GreenBuilding Award“ for its energyefficieny and innovative solutions for individual
room selection, mobile check-in/out, smartphone
room keys and a coworking space in the lobby.
www.hotelschani.com
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ANDAZ VIENNA AM BELVEDERE

Being part of Hyatt group, Andaz offers 303
rooms and 2,200 m2 of meeting space. Besides,
the hotel’s green endeavours includes its reduction of carbon footprint, the building is also energy
efficient and the proud holder of the LEED Gold.
www.andazviennaambelvedere.com
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LUNCH AT LABSTELLE RESTAURANT

This restaurant offers excquisite regional cuisine.
The restaurant is not only a perfect fit for groups
up to 80 pax, but it also has an exclusive room
for all kinds of events.
www.labstelle.at
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VENUE VISIT HOFBURG VIENNA

The Hofburg is the former principal imperial palace
of the Habsburg dynasty rulers and today serves
as an official congress center in the heart of Vienna
for 150-4,800 pax. The venue focuses strongly on
ecological actions in the areas of energy, climate,
recycling and knowledge transfer throughout all
stages of event planning.
www.hofburg.com
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SHORT CITY CENTER WALKING TOUR

Explore the beautiful city center, where imperialism
meets modernity, tradition meets innovation and where
locals meet international guests.
For a different perspective, you can discover Vienna
on a time-traveling walking tour where history unfolds
before your eyes in virtual reality.
www.vrtoursvienna.com | www.futurebus.tours

FREE AFTERNOON AT LEISURE
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VEGAN FINE DINING AT RESTAURANT JOLA

- a fine dining restaurant opened by Jonathan & Larissa
with the focus on sustainability and regionality. Experience an evening full of food served in several courses. The little restaurant is the perfect hidden gem for
exclusive groups for up to 25-30pax.
www.jola.wien

Day 3
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VENUE VISIT AUSTRIA CENTER VIENNA

Opened in 1987, it has been Austria‘s largest conference centre ever since with 19 halls, 180 meeting
rooms, 26,000m² of exhibition/networking space,
a capacity of up to 22,800 pax. Thanks to extensive modernisation programmes, the venue is ideally placed to meet future environmental standards.
www.acv.at

ENJOY SOME DANUBE FUN AND LEARN MORE
ABOUT VIENNA WATER

Vienna can be proud of its tap water. After all, the city
is supplied with 400,000 m3 of fresh spring water
daily from two mountain spring pipelines. Further to
that, when it comes to water Vienna benefits from
the Danube river, which gives many possibilties for
recreation, games and sports or for pleasurable hours
in beach cafés, bars and restaurants.

LUNCH AT RADISSON RED VIENNA
followed by a short
HOTEL SITE INSPECTION

New hotel opening with 179 rooms and versatile
meeting rooms for up to 80 pax including a rooftop bar for exclusive use.
www.radissonhotels.com
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BAKING WITH GRANNY AT VOLLPENSION

The simple activity of baking cakes can become
a political statement: active involvement in our
society at an older age and the dialogue between
generations is a social resposibility „Vollpenison“
is tackling. Learn more about the social impact by
baking a traditional Austrian Guglhupf.
www. vollpension.wien

FREE AFTERNOON AT LEISURE
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VENUE VISIT
MESSE WIEN EXHIBITION & CONGRESS CENTER

A total of 55,000 m² is available within four exhibition
halls plus the Congress Center with 7,000 m² flexible
meeting space. „Green“ values were already integrated
at the planning stage and have been consistently developed within the framework of all service packages.
www.messecongress.at
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WALKING TOUR THROUGH PRATER AND IT‘S
GREEN SURROUNDINGS

No other area in the city is that multifunctional as the
Vienna Prater and it‘s surroundings. One part of it contains exciting attractions as ultra-modern roller coasters. In the other area, known as the “Green Prater,” one
finds widespread meadows to lie on and quiet paths.
Next to it one of the biggest university campus‘ with
sustainable development projects is located.
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DINNER WITH A VIEW AT NENI RESTAURANT

Located on top of the Superbude Hotel, you will enjoy
the breathaking view of the famous Wiener Prater at
NENI am Prater. The restaurant is combining Viennese
charm with essential elements from the NENI World to
create a feel-good place in the trendy 2nd district.
www.superbude.com

Day 4
Individual hotel check-out and airport transfer via public transport system to
Vienna Central Train Station for departing train.
OR: via CAT (City Airport Train) to Vienna International Airport for departing flight*
HOT TIP: At the CAT Terminal at The Mall in Wien Mitte across the hotel, you can
seize the unique opportunity to check-in and drop-off your luggage before
boarding the train.

* Your Austrian Airlines flights have been CO2-compensated with Austrian Airlines‘
initiative Compensaid which contributed to the use of Sustainable Aviation Fuel (SAF)
by Lufthansa Fuel Management.

YOU AND YOUR VIENNA MEMORIES, HAVE A SAFE TRIP BACK HOME!

